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Abstract


A confluence of factors led to American engagement in one of Central America’s most violent uprisings: the Salvadoran civil war. By the time of President Ronald Reagan’s first term as president, the civil war had created social, political and economic fissures within the Salvadoran state; these fissures presented the United States the opportunity to promote its policy agenda with the Central American country. Reagan’s administration, however, got off to a slow start; his first-term approaches to Salvadoran engagement yielded very little and may have actually exacerbated the negative influences affecting the state.

This monograph attempts to portray the American and El Salvadoran relationship during Reagan’s first term as one defined by strategic interactions. These interactions occurred when American policy attempted to modify the Salvadoran system. Without delving into specific initiatives, the analysis will show how Reagan’s administration was stimulated by distinct impulses, or influences, which not only encouraged engagement, but also molded policy. Among those influences, doctrinal precedents within the executive and the ideological leanings of President Reagan were the two areas that appeared to dominate Reagan’s interaction with El Salvador. In order to succeed, theses influences would have to accommodate elements of Salvadoran history and culture, lest policy implementation fail.

Unfortunately neither of those influences encouraged the administration to obtain a full understanding of the situation prior to or during policy implementation. When American policy interacted with Central American history and culture, the resulting messages failed to resonate with the Salvadoran populace and efforts to change the system for the better fell flat. In the end, while the American administration interpreted its engagement as purely legitimate and rational, the Salvadoran body politic remained unconvinced the United States offered a better system of governance than the one at hand.

The American experience in El Salvador during Reagan’s first term did create lessons learned that hold application beyond this specific case study. The administration’s misapplication of ideological constructs and its inability to formulate a coherent strategy discouraged the introduction of any counterfactual information that might otherwise lead to a reframing of the perceived problem. That shortfall, combined with a cultural dissonance the United States could not overcome, conspired to eliminate chances for Salvadoran success during Reagan’s first term.
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Introduction

In 1992, the Chapultepec Peace Accords officially ended one of the twentieth century’s most violent civil wars. The extensiveness of the campaign, renowned for its violence, was magnified only by the diminutive size of the state in which it occurred. El Salvador had finally reached a point of relative peace.\(^1\) Reaching that point required not only the efforts of its entire population, but also the involvement of the United States and other nations of the world. But the United States’ intervention in El Salvador had not always resulted in measurable success, as demonstrated during the first term presidency of Ronald Reagan.

Historically, engagements between states have been plagued by the law of unintended consequences.\(^2\) This inevitability is a product of human interaction and is particularly evident in dealings between states with long histories, as is the case between the United States of America and the countries of Central America. While the United States lacks a full measure of respectability within all of Central America, dealings with some states have proven to be particularly thorny in the recent past. Among these states is El Salvador, which makes this discussion all the more pertinent and relevant.


\(^2\) Note: Unintended consequences include those outcomes that either exceed the original intentions of, or fall outside the scope of expectations for, a particular government policy. Foreign policy practices may create unintended consequences in several ways. In the case of American engagement in El Salvador, the administration attempted to satisfy competing domestic agendas, invariably leading to a confusion of policy means with policy end states. Thomas Carothers refers to this as Reagan’s “instrumentalization of prodemocracy policies ,” whereby American policymakers viewed establishment of democracy in El Salvador as both a means and an end state. See Thomas Carothers, “Promoting Democracy and Fighting Terror,” *Foreign Affairs*, January/February 2003, http://www. foreignaffairs.org/20030101faessay10224-p20/thomas-carothers/promoting-democracy-and-fighting-terror.html [accessed 15 February 2008].
This monograph will show how Reagan’s first-term presidency saw its Salvadoran engagement plagued by what was recognized at the time as less-than-optimum outcomes – namely, the inability to defeat the communist insurgents and ensuring continued state control under a friendly regime. Despite the best of intentions, Ronald Reagan’s policies during the early 1980s were counterproductive to finding common ground with the Salvadorans in their fight against those communist insurgents.

As a counterbalance to the ideologically-founded insurgents, the Reagan administration used both doctrinal and ideological grounding to guide early Salvadoran policy initiatives. These factors, however necessary to instigate action on the part of the president, misguided administration initiatives to the extent that American foreign policy played into and reinforced preexisting cultural biases. Viewing Reagan policy positions from within the lens of Salvadoran culture helps explain how American foreign policy met with mixed success in El Salvador during the president’s first administration.

Bounding the discussion is a key component to proving this point. The most pertinent questions to answer include: What historical factors are relevant to understanding how US foreign policy and Salvadoran domestic policy interacted? What forces at play within the Reagan administration governed early implementation of its El Salvador policy? Did these forces oppose or reinforce historical biases within El Salvador? Although numerous other questions also exist, this monograph will focus only on the three mentioned above. These three were chosen because they lie at the base of any macro analysis of this issue; the answers to these questions will provide

---

3 Laurence Whitehead. "Explaining Washington's Central American Policies," *Journal of Latin American Studies* 15, no. 2 (Nov. 1983): 329. Note: Hindsight has made the record less clear, with some administration supporters claiming that the Salvadoran policy ‘failures’ of the Reagan administration were a necessary part of the maturation of the peace process.
a basis for understanding the fundamental interaction between the United States and El Salvador and inevitably frame any future policy-specific discourse. Moreover, due to considerations of length, this monograph will only answer the three guiding questions to the extent those answers are germane to the thesis; in effect, completely answering the questions posed would require inordinate time and resources given the scope of this project.

Narrowing the monograph scope was challenging as well, if for no other reason than the sheer volume of information available. This monograph is not intended to be all-inclusive, but instead provide a focused example of how factors emerging from within the American system played a role in the eventual misdirection of Salvadoran policy. In other words, American domestic influences served as contributing factors to the continued destabilization of the Salvadoran state. Although a causal analysis is beyond the scope of this examination, a macro view of the American and Salvadoran context lends insight into the problem. In light of this consideration, this monograph provides a bridge between traditionally one-sided discussions, linking to some extent the policy cradle (influences) to the policy grave (resultant policy reverberations in El Salvador).

All of this relies on an accurate interpretation of the historical record. Interestingly, aside from the few exceptions noted below, surprisingly little counterfactual data exists for El Salvador during the civil war years. This fact speaks to one value of hindsight, as it has been applied since Reagan’s first term over 25 years ago: though not always the case, the passing of time often allows for the reconciliation of cause and effect. Hindsight not only provides the breathing space needed to achieve a consolidated vision of past events, but at the same time the significance of

---

what happened often gives way to the greater question of why it happened. This monograph attempts to answer at least part of that question.

In all, an enormous amount of research has been conducted over the last 25 years on the subject of American engagement with El Salvador in the early 1980s. Despite the wealth of information on the issue, some counterfactual commentary continues to this day. Responsibility for many acts of violence, especially those that seized public attention, is still unclear. Suspicions have given way to unproven, but presumptive accusations of guilt; history (and the amnesty associated with the Peace Accords), however, has made that discussion largely irrelevant. The greatest issue still under contention appears to be the guerrillas desired end state. The underlying intentions of the guerrillas are often still clouded by rhetoric. During the time frame relevant for this discussion (roughly late 1979 to early 1985), many of the guerillas’ individual views contradicted commentary from official entities operating under the broad umbrella guerrilla group known as the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN). The clearest reason for this dissension may be organizational in nature: For some time after the five major groups merged in 1980, leaders continued to advertise their own group-specific ideologies and biases rather than sticking to a program of approved FMLN talking points. Examples of this dissension can be found in writings and commentary of the guerilla leaders; the FMLN web page, which continues to thrive today; and in a host of other sources too numerous to mention. In any event, this monograph obviates the need to resolve this issue by focusing instead on the impact American policy had on the recognized Salvadoran government.

As far as the literary record is concerned, the history complied by Max G. Manwaring and Court Prisk provided the most comprehensive list of primary sources available, all of whom had direct knowledge of or experience with the subject matter. Comprehensive raw commentary from many of those same sources is limited elsewhere, leaving little discretion but to use what is readily available. Although clearly a single source – and an edited one at that – Manwaring’s book still provides a wealth of data from a variety of reputable people.
In addition to primary sources, there exists an overwhelming amount of secondary and editorial writings. This monograph uses selected peer-reviewed journals and books written during the civil war to emphasize the notions of the time while at the same time avoiding excessive commentary obtained through hindsight. While the use of contemporary sources was not completely restricted, their use was limited to specific instances where the value of hindsight was deemed to outweigh any bias they may have contributed.

Beyond the oral history noted above, material on this subject generally falls into one of two categories, with either an American-centric or Salvadoran-centric read on events. While both approaches contribute to the discourse admirably, they fail to bridge the gap so to speak. They all relate events as they happened, and yet the reasons why the war in El Salvador seemed to stagnate during Reagan’s first term remain unclear. American-centric literature reports on the process of policymaking within the American administration, focusing on the frictions and alliances necessary to see policy come to fruition, but fails to follow through on evaluating the effectiveness of that policy. Salvadoran-centric literature highlights the reverberations of policy actions within the Salvadoran state, but fails to trace back the influences that generated such policy in the first place. The centric approach not only fails to tell the whole story, but oftentimes draws conclusions that are misleading. Observing the interaction between America and El Salvador in the early 1980s using a centric model provides, in effect, only one side of the story.

American-centric approaches are aptly represented by William LeoGrande’s book, *Our Own Backyard*. While cited infrequently, the book provided a wealth of contextual information and situational understanding. LeoGrande’s book offers a comprehensive look at domestic policy approaches during the Reagan administration – one far superior to what this monograph could offer – but it focuses more on frictions within the Reagan team during policy development and employment rather than on how its policy themes rippled into and affected the Salvadoran context.
An example of the Salvadoran-centric approach is provided by Clifford Krauss in his book *Inside Central America*. Krauss takes a markedly more regional approach, succinctly reporting what took place during the years in question, but his book provides little linkage back to policy motivations from the American standpoint. His book, though valuable, reads more like a Central Intelligence Factbook by rendering the briefest of looks into complex situations. This monograph takes the opposite approach and tries to keenly focus on very specific subject matter: the overt influences that helped shape American policy initiatives during Reagan’s first term and how those themes resonated in the Salvadoran context.

Walter LaFeber’s book, *Inevitable Revolutions: the United States in Central America*, is another example of a regional analysis, but his writing more closely resembles a more balanced look at both sides of the equation (hereafter the ‘bridge’ or ‘bridging’ approach). A book of comprehensive history, LaFeber’s book delves into the discordant beliefs and rationales found within various American administrations throughout years of Central American engagement. His book highlights both the inadequacies of policy as well as the inhospitable environments into which they were injected, thereby qualifying as a bridging vehicle.

This monograph deviates from LaFeber’s work in two critical aspects. First, LaFeber’s research serves only historical needs: he draws very few, if any, general principles from American engagement in Central America. Instead, LaFeber leaves the reader to draw their own parallels to current and future policy actions, leaving open the possibility of contradictory interpretations. Furthermore, his approach argues the United States consciously sought to keep Central American nations under the umbrella of economic dependency and exercised control to
that end from afar. This monograph shows that engagement in Central America may not have been as voluntary as he claims; it was a natural, rational outgrowth of influences within American political precedent and the president himself. Indeed, rather than viewing the engagement as a function of economic dependency, a more pertinent discussion might entail which was less voluntary, the engagement itself or the policy form it took.

Other bridge commentary also exists. Enrique Baloyra, in particular, has written a large quantity of articles central to this theme. His closest parallel to this paper, Central America on the Reagan Watch: Rhetoric and Reality (Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs, Feb, 1985) focuses more on the juxtaposition of American goals and methods in Central America and not on the particulars of how engagement as a whole reinforced preexisting cultural biases. His research further reduces its scope to focus on policy-specific approaches, whereas due to its nature, this monograph tries to emphasize more strategic concepts.

In keeping with this strategic approach, the ensuing discussion will focus on relevant areas of American and Salvadoran history. Despite the fact both countries have been intimately involved with one another for some time, they do not share a broad common history; indeed, had the two countries been party to similar shared experiences, the chances for misunderstanding and misapplication of intent during Reagan’s first administration would greatly diminish. In some fashion, the lack of qualitative interaction in the past set the stage for fundamental miscalculations in foreign policy during the early 1980s. Comparisons and contrasts do exist, but for the most part these histories will be reviewed as discrete elements.

Roots of the Conflict

Modern Salvadoran history can be traced back until approximately 1850. At the time, the government was concerned about the country’s reliance upon a single crop, indigo. The intensive effort to diversify agricultural products swung the economic pendulum so dramatically toward the new crop, coffee, that it replaced indigo as the primary cash crop for the country. Since this new product was a land-intensive venture, nearly all arable land fell under the specter of coffee, creating enormous wealth for those who could exploit its potential. As a secondary outflow, the resultant rich-poor gap also transcended the economic realm into the political one, leading to a perceived sense of entitlement and elitism. The groups fortunate enough to prosper from coffee, known as the fourteen families, used their influence and wealth to modernize the state and unite the government of El Salvador.

The Salvadoran government became one of Latin America’s first to rise without the assistance of a single dictator; instead, its strength lay in the support of the newly established oligarchy. Although the national government existed more to facilitate the wishes of the oligarchy, it remained effectively unchallenged for nearly 100 years, due in great part to the skyrocketing value and demand for coffee on the world stage. It seems what was good for the oligarchy – increased revenue – was also good for those working the land (the campesinos), despite the fact they benefitted indirectly at best.

Unfortunately, the economic ascendency of the oligarchy brought with it societal fractures that would eventually wreak havoc on El Salvador. Land was increasingly horded by the fourteen families, which continued to create one of the most significant rich/poor gaps in all of Latin America. Even as late as 1974, the top one percent of families made more than the
poorest fifty percent combined. Steep economic divisions also prevented the creation of a viable middle class. In fact, during the period of 1910-1914, coffee exports represented almost 87 percent of the average value of all Salvadoran exports. For nearly 150 years, the coffee plantation remained synonymous with wealth and power in El Salvador.

During this same period, the United States faced few of the same challenges. Neither geography nor government limited the potential for economic advancement. Relative to that of El Salvador, the geography of the United States offered its people an almost unbounded agricultural potential. Even as a newly-recognized country, the United States’ land mass overshadowed that of El Salvador; by the beginning of El Salvador’s modern era (1850), the size of the United States had further increased to include states as far south as Texas and as far west as California. Furthermore, federalism and the emphasis on individual freedoms allowed nearly all citizens to exploit the advantages of unrestricted commerce. Though slavery, the lack of universal suffrage and other ailments continued to vex American society, even those structural impediments to upward mobility paled in comparison to the ones that bound Salvadoran society.

The economic ailment particular to the Salvadoran society originated with the non-uniform distribution of wealth, combining a finite number of rich people with a general populace of few means. While this extreme economic exclusion would have a lesser impact in a country full of resources and/or opportunities for advancement, El Salvador hardly ever fit this mold. By the 1930s, only 10% of the population of El Salvador owned all of the land. This drastic

---


distribution of resources burdened disenfranchised Central Americans to the extent that it acted to prevent a groundswell of opposition to the oligarchy. Peter Singelmann claims that “…scarcity and dependence in the rural community gave rise to conflict and competition among the campesinos while at the same time encouraging the establishment of particularistic loyalties between individual campesinos and their patron, at the expense of class solidarity.”

Though Singelmann continues to detail how this affliction cast a shadow over the entire region and not just the Salvadoran state, El Salvador may have suffered most: by the mid-eighties it had become known as the poorest country in Central America. El Salvador’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from 1950 was equal to its real per capita GDP in 1982. Even as of 2002, 48% of the populace lived in poverty, demonstrating that economic progress is slow in coming. The fact that El Salvador maintains the second-highest GDP in Central America is not as much a testament to the success of their economic policies, as it is an indictment of other regional countries’ economic patterns.

The economic success – and in many ways the societal fabric – of El Salvador relied upon the stability of the coffee market. Falling worldwide demand for coffee as well as competition from other producers precipitated the downfall of the Salvadoran economy. This created friction among the poor and their patrons, leading to the organization of some grass roots groups bent on the redress of grievances. Nonetheless, the oligarchy, by this time using the

---


military to ensure its continued control of the state,\textsuperscript{13} struggled to retain power over an increasingly uncompetitive country with progressively fewer chances to recover from economic ruin. Methods utilized by the oligarchy to ensure continued compliance of the population included open oppression of minorities and even overt corruption.\textsuperscript{14}

Diminishing prosperity and a booming population in the latter half of the nineteenth century further contributed to a breakdown in political consensus.\textsuperscript{15} By the 1960s, what Walter LaFeber described as one of Central America’s “inevitable revolutions” began.\textsuperscript{16} The 1970s saw disparate communist forces well-entrenched in the rural areas of El Salvador attempting to dislodge a government that owed allegiance to alternatively, the oligarchy, then the army. By the time violence stopped in the early 1990s, the war between the El Salvador Armed Forces and the groups that eventually coalesced into the FMLN killed 75,000 civilians and left 8,000 missing.\textsuperscript{17}

In the years leading up to the peace accords in 1992, the conflict bogged down, with Nicaragua and Cuba supporting the rebels and the United States on the side of the Salvadoran government. Neither the FMLN nor the government forces could muster enough offensive strength to win decisively so increasingly battles were fought using irregular forces who demonstrated little compunction for the rights of civilians.

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
The United States suffered from its own civil war nearly 150 years before the outbreak of the Salvadoran conflict, but that simple parallel does not justify any analogy between the two. Differences between the conflicts significantly outweigh any similarities, making the two events contextually dissimilar. For example, conventional wisdom cites the proximate cause of the American Civil War as the battle over states’ rights. While the Salvadoran rebels’ agenda demanded a radical shift in the political formula for government, neither side in the American Civil War sought a departure from their chosen political model. Instead, the dispute between the American states was based on divergent interpretations of the federalist model of government and not on its utility. Rather than serving as a referendum on political ideology, the conflict actually helped clarify and strengthen the resident form of American government by defining the boundaries for national, state and individual rights. And although the uneven peace that followed the Civil War disrupted societal norms, American society could still cling to some stabilizing forces: the political model of government was unchanged and economic opportunity persisted. At no time before, during or after its conflict did El Salvador enjoy similar stabilizing forces. In particular, the early 1980s proved to be some of the most trying of times, as the country and its people were forced to endure upheavals in the political, economic and social realms.

Even a cursory overview of political, economic and social influences shows how they were finely interwoven into Salvadoran history. Not only does its history speak to the expectation of a strong central government, but perhaps more importantly, to the need to exercise strength in order to govern. So much of the cultural identity of El Salvador is defined by a deep-

---


19 Note: For an expanded discussion on the manifestation of this characteristic in El Salvador and other countries, see the series beginning with Dr. Michael W. Mosser’s “The Armed Reconciler: The
rooted class division between the economic and politically elite and the impoverished working class that upward social mobility – especially in the early 1980s – was nearly nonexistent.20

Class distinction and the resultant oppression created the near-equivalent of a caste system: “El Salvador is today [1985] what it always has been: a nation of betrayal and terror, where military strongmen, wealthy oligarchs, and village thugs seek final solutions of one political extreme or another”21. This perception was generally sanctioned and accepted as fact by all levels of Salvadoran society in the late 1970s, providing the context into which Ronald Reagan would attempt to introduce his new policies.

Reagan Administration Foreign Policy Influences

The American presidential elections of 1980 swept President Reagan into office with a clear mandate for change. Determined to complete a broad shift in Central American policy, President Reagan chose to mold his policy from motivations distinctly different than those of President Carter. In fact, a substantial part of his party plank cited key differences between his and the ex-president’s Central America posture. In particular, Reagan disagreed with returning the Panama Canal to local control, claimed there was no need to apologize for past (mis)deeds in Central America, and professed a desire to focus on “…reasserting glory of the country [US]” through decisive policy in the Western Hemisphere and around the world.22


Chief among his attempts to distance himself from Carter was Reagan’s engagement strategy for El Salvador. While the United States would continue to actively insert itself into domestic Salvadoran politics as it did under Carter, its dealings would be modified to reflect the motivations of the president and his close advisors. As such, it is instructive to first try and frame these motivations in order to understand how his chosen methods of engagement may or may not have achieved his visualization of success in the Salvadoran state.

For the sake of clarity, Reagan’s foreign policy rationale will be categorized under two capstone concepts: doctrinal and ideological impulses. While some of the driving forces behind his Salvadoran policy surely fall outside these bounds, they are largely irrelevant to this discussion, as this monograph does not try to assign any one force as a causal variable to the outcomes found within the Salvadoran state. On the other hand, both doctrinal and ideological impulses did help define, shape and alter Reagan’s approach to resolving the Salvadoran crisis.

Key to understanding the manner in which doctrinal and ideological concepts played into molding Reagan policy is to first understand how they related to each other. As will be seen, doctrinal precedents have served to reinforce the role of the United States as an arbiter, fair or otherwise, in the Western Hemisphere. Doctrinal precedent – the Monroe Doctrine and the Roosevelt Corollary are particularly relevant here – acted to imbue all United States presidents (not just Reagan) with the sense that the United States’ role was that of a hemispheric policeman: crises demanded resolution, and resolution could only come with engagement from the US.

Meanwhile, Reagan administration ideologies also encouraged Salvadoran engagement. Due to their nature, however, these ideological impulses did not instill a need to intervene as did doctrinal impulses; more to the point, they conveyed the tone of the engagement rather than encouraging engagement itself. Since ideological grounds often convey a sense of certainty
without offering a manner by which they can be disproven, target groups of ideologically-grounded policy may interpret it as paternalistic in nature. Even Richard Allen, the president’s National Security Advisor, was quoted as saying “What we need is another Teddy Roosevelt,” as if the Central Americans were wholly unable to deal with their situations without American intervention. This quote also implies a lack of historical knowledge of Central America by one of the president’s chief advisors, since “revolutions have served the functions of elections in the United States” in that they transfer power and bring about change. Whereas doctrinal precedents provided the ‘we need to act’ rationale for El Salvador engagement, the Reagan administration’s ideological grounding conveyed the ‘we know how to help’ rationale of that engagement.

These symbiotic influences create a policy environment that is at the same time necessary and dangerous. It is necessary since any prospective engagement requires both a solution to a problem (‘we know how to help’) as well as the political will to institute the directed course of action (‘we need to act’). Simultaneously, this environment may encourage an unintended effect: with an ideologically-based solution so readily in hand and a tendency to act, the resulting policy may preclude any perceived need to redefine or frame the problem on an ongoing basis. Part of that reframing requires questioning the validity of all aspects of the situation, to include individual or collective biases. In short, the danger inherent in ideologically-based policy is it may engender the proverbial solution in search of a problem. This became a key obstacle to American policy success in El Salvador.

24 Ibid., 15.
From a historical standpoint, the ideologically-based approach might be least likely to succeed in the long run, given the spotty record the United States has in the Central American region. Not only has the United States been accused of a heavy-handed approach in the region – Pfaff called it the "U.S. national predilection for carrying a big stick in Central America"\textsuperscript{25} – but the relations themselves have been cyclical in nature.\textsuperscript{26} This inevitably leads to the less-than-charitable though rational conclusion in Latin America that the United States involves itself in the region insofar as its own self interest is at stake. Despite the risks inherent with an ideological policy foundation, this standard served as one of the fundamental backbones to Reagan-era policy – perhaps even more so than traditional doctrinal influences.

**Doctrinal Precedent**

Doctrinal impulses in play included an evolving view of conventional, established policy as well as near-term positions taken up as recently as the Carter administration. The conventional doctrine process, set into motion by the Monroe Doctrine, experienced a maturation ending with Reagan. In combination with regional treaties noted below, these policies led the Reagan administration to be proactive in its dealings with El Salvador. During the presidential transition of 1980-1981, this tendency was only reinforced by the pre-existing US-Salvadoran conduits established by the Carter administration, which was also subject to the same doctrinal influences.

First and foremost of the formal policies, the Monroe Doctrine of 1823 staked out the Western Hemisphere as the United States’ area of influence. The Doctrine was initially focused on old European powers (specifically France, Spain and to a smaller extent Russia), but had since

---


been interpreted as applicable to any nation or power not native to the Northern, Central or Southern America.\textsuperscript{27} While communicating the idea that American national security was implicitly interlinked with the stability of its southern neighbors, the Monroe Doctrine did not provide a clear path for American involvement in those cases where instability did not arise from European interference. Instead, Monroe reiterated “…the true policy of the United States [is] to leave the parties [countries of the Western hemisphere] to themselves, in the hope that other powers will pursue the same course…”\textsuperscript{28} In and of itself, the Monroe Doctrine provided one justification for American engagement into El Salvador insofar as the instability could be linked to a threat of US national security. The Roosevelt Corollary to Monroe’s Doctrine, however, significantly eased the burden of proof for future administrations.

Theodore Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine advanced the notion that it was America’s “sole duty to protect life and property in the Western Hemisphere.”\textsuperscript{29} While the initial intent of the statement sought to protect the bankrupt Dominican Republic from European creditors, it has since been interpreted to expand the role of America as a hemispheric policeman. American presidents have also used it to justify unilateral interventions into select countries within Central and South America. While the Monroe Doctrine drew the line against European interference, the Roosevelt Corollary can be interpreted as having obligated the United States to act in the case of hemispheric instability irrespective of where that line fell. In a practical sense, 

\textsuperscript{27} United States Department of State’s Bureau of International Information Programs, “Monroe Doctrine (1823),” United States Department of State International Information Programs, http://usinfo.state.gov/usa/infousa/facts/democrac/50.htm; [accessed November 16, 2007].

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid..

the Roosevelt Corollary dismissed the need to establish European interference as a prerequisite for American involvement in the affairs of another state in the western hemisphere.

Post-World War II activities completed this maturation of American policy. The Rio Treaty of 1947 created a post-war collective security establishment specific to the Americas. Not only was this Treaty timely for several newly-independent nations of Central and South America, but it also obligated parties to provide “reciprocal assistance” in the case of insurgencies that threatened the peace – an oblique reference to address the fear generated by the upswing in communist insurgencies, a parallel recognized by the revolutionaries in El Salvador decades later. Almost forty years later, President Reagan took this concept to its furthest interpretation: though not specific to the western hemisphere, the United States insisted it would actively oppose communist-supported insurgencies that threatened the status quo as well as offer “American moral and material support for insurgent movements attempting to oust Soviet-backed regimes…”,” a far cry from the initial intent of James Monroe back in 1823. (Under Reagan, material support would slant toward military support, but that discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.) From their relatively innocuous beginnings, doctrinal precedents up to and including the Reagan presidency moved American foreign policy vis-à-vis hemispheric intervention from a ’should’ policy (Monroe Doctrine) to a ‘could’ policy (Roosevelt Corollary) to a ‘would’ policy (Reagan Doctrine). This evolution was quite possibly unconscious and reflected an American


33 This progression of foreign policy thought was not linear, but rather a developing appreciation for what Americans expected – and would accept – from their government. Indeed, Roosevelt’s actions in
philosophy that had lain latent until it could be fully expressed through the imposition of national means. Nonetheless, these collective doctrines defined the foreign policy environment within which Reagan’s American policy in El Salvador would succeed or fail.

The last of these impulses for American policy in El Salvador emerged from precedent established under the Carter presidency. On the whole, policymakers believed continuity between the Carter and Reagan administrations was beneficial; much like Reagan attempted in his later administration, the US under Carter had used a carrot-and-stick approach to enable the establishment of a Salvadoran centrist government. The establishment of a centrist government in El Salvador was key to the definition of success within both White Houses. Since both White Houses sought to establish a moderate Salvadoran government, one could say Reagan simply amplified Carter administration policies. That conclusion, however, would ignore a significant difference in their respective underlying end states: President Carter’s true policy cornerstone involved the resolution of human rights abuses, while Reagan’s policy dealt with winning what he saw as one battle in the greater East-West conflict between democracy and communism. For Reagan, however, so long as they did not inhibit his ability to engage in Salvadoran affairs, human rights took a distant back seat to ideological concerns until at least midway through his

South and Central America (as well as Wilson’s before him) alone might indicate that his Corollary had pushed American policy to the ‘would’ stage, but Roosevelt’s policy focused narrowly on those unstable countries that could not pay their foreign debt. I argue that this Corollary was forced upon him; otherwise the European powers had a clear path to interference in the Americas justified by the need to enforce debt payments owed to Continental powers. In contrast, Reagan took to his Doctrine willingly. His Doctrine also assumed a blatantly offensive position far greater than those feelings enumerated by Roosevelt.


second administration. The most glaring public admission of this position came in 1981, when Reagan abruptly dismissed Robert White, a critic of military-sponsored human rights abuses in El Salvador, from his post as Ambassador.

**Ideological Precedent**

Within the Reagan administration, ideological grounding perhaps played the most fundamental role in policy formulation. Indeed, many of his policies, including but not restricted to the Reagan Doctrine, sprung forth from an unabashed certainty in his political ideals. A strident anti-communist, Reagan’s election was seen as a validation of core conservative values. From a narrow view, anti-communist rhetoric served to justify Reagan’s view of Central America as a regional pawn. A wealth of data existed implicating rebels in El Salvador to similar factions in Nicaragua, Honduras and Costa Rica. These links were continually used to validate the perceptions of the Reagan White House that the Salvadoran war was a small battle in the Great Game between the US and the Soviet Union.

In hindsight, several events substantiate these claims, though Reagan policy positions often communicated a level of concern somewhat divergent from the ground truth. When ideological positions led him to believe in less-than-factual assertions, Reagan demonstrated how
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his situational understanding could be stymied by preconceived notions. For example, his claim that regional communist actors played a key role in supporting the FMLN is only partially true: Castro himself was influential with FMLN leadership; in fact, the FMLN formed at his urging.\textsuperscript{42} The full extent to which Castro, the Soviets or even the Nicaraguan Sandinistas actively supported the revolution in El Salvador, however, remains unclear to this day. In the end, although enough evidence exists to support Reagan’s portrayal of El Salvador as a target of a worldwide communist conspiracy, considerable evidence also exists that indicates his first administration misinterpreted the situation in El Salvador out of loyalty to Reagan’s unflinching anti-communist position\textsuperscript{43}.

Reagan’s inner circle used a variety of pseudo-independent commissions and reports to bolster its claims that the Salvadoran problem was simply a small part of the communist plan for global conquest. Among the most public, the Kissinger Commission and the White Paper on El Salvador met with only mixed results. The White Paper, ostensibly ‘proof’ of Soviet regional influence (by, with and through the Nicaraguans and Cubans) was widely regarded as a lacking credibility.\textsuperscript{44} Though the Kissinger Commission did not have to deal with questions of credibility, critiques of the commission’s findings found it to be suspect for partisan reasons.\textsuperscript{45}


Hindsight suggests that the administration used both of these sources to try and sway a dubious audience (Congress and the American people) to the president’s position rather than as pillars of unbiased knowledge used to define original policy.46

Ultimately, judging the degree to which Reagan’s ideological leanings coincided with the “ground truth” in El Salvador is irrelevant, though the above has demonstrated those leanings played a critical role in his policy formation. Similarly, arguing that ideological influences alone could not have spurred American involvement in Central America also misses the mark.47 Instead, importance lies in the notion that ideological foundations for policy, in and of themselves, wed policymakers to positions such that they were loath to reconsider the facts, even if warranted by the situation.48 The subtlety of this occurrence made it all the more dangerous: while willing to doubt information that challenges a declared position, Reagan himself was unlikely to reexamine his own biases as a source of flawed policy rationale.49 Unfortunately for the case of El Salvador, this disinclination to consider all facets of overall engagement led the administration to support a policy that actually magnified cultural influences in a manner that contributed to the instability of the state.

The impact of both the doctrinal and ideological influences is evident. The Reagan team combined historical precedent with presidential guidance to develop Salvadoran policy. His

46 Ibid., 110.
48 Ibid., 352.
49 Shannon Lindsey Blanton suggests that Reagan’s unwillingness to consider “discordant information” decreased over time. As the amount of evidence build up that placed his policies in doubt, she suggests, he became more and more open to the possibility that his Salvadoran policy was wrong. In her view, this transition took place late in his first administration (no earlier than 1984) and resulted from the cumulative effects of discordant information. See Shannon Lindsey Blanton, "Images in Conflict: The Case of Ronald Reagan and El Salvador." *International Studies Quarterly* 40, no. 1 (Mar. 1996): 38-39.
administration also established sound goals to measure success. Policy success, however, ultimately relied upon American logic that had yet to withstand the scrutiny of a foreign environment experiencing un-American conditions. In short, Reagan’s first administration spun his Salvadoran policy around American-centric rationale; their approach and understanding to the Salvadoran problem did not prepare them for what was to come.

Salvadoran Engagement: Obstacles to Success

“…each time the United States has attempted to intervene militarily in Central America after 1920 it has, in the long run, worsened the situation it meant to correct….”

While American political tendencies within the Reagan White House molded US policy toward El Salvador, only the nature of the Salvadoran state could serve to define the success or failure of that policy. In other words, the American president could not directly influence the people of El Salvador; instead, his chosen method of engagement would affect the people of El Salvador only after interaction with and through the Salvadoran context. As in any other case, this context involves an expansive array of variables including the history and demographics as well as other characteristics distinct to the region, the state and its dealings with other entities. Most of these considerations are beyond the scope of this paper, but three are relevant in that they acted to disrupt US-Salvadoran interaction specifically during the years of the first Reagan Administration.

El Salvador: The Strongman Mentality and Lack of Democratic Institutions

The history of El Salvador thrust upon its people a cultural context that created real expectations for how a state should operate. Perhaps penultimate in their minds was the utility of a strong central government. Rather than insisting on a government that operated in the interests of all its citizens, cultural influences led the people to believe that a single man – a strongman – should function as the sole arbiter of power in the state. Inevitably, this man would arrive via the corridors of the military,51 so he could wield and maintain the power required of one who led through directives and not electoral mandates.

Indeed, elections were and continue to be peripheral to politics in Central America.52 Whereas the distinctive American experience had borne out the utility of elections as a means by which political power could stably transfer from one leader to the next, the same cannot be said for Central American states like El Salvador; indeed, if anything, the history of the Salvadoran state demonstrated government functions were best exercised within the confines of an semi-authoritarian regime. Reagan’s first-term attempts at promoting the American electoral construct within El Salvador revealed either that he did not appreciate the lack of coherent historical precedent elections held in Central American politics or he could not compensate for that knowledge through policy. Time and again, Reagan and his administration proponents referred to elections in general as the only true harbinger of democracy53 and “a practical yardstick of democracy,” even though that ‘yardstick’ often proved to be fraught with fraudulent activity

53 Ibid., 249.
within the Salvadoran state. Instead of ‘spanning the gap’ between cultures within a framework that both nations could grasp, the American administration demurred and simply expected the advantages of election-based democracy to become self-evident to the Salvadoran people. That faulty expectation combined with military-centric policy initiatives actually contributed to a reversal of fortune of sorts: the military strongman mentality became even more ingrained in the Salvadoran consciousness. As Johnson said, “The injection of a large U.S. military presence in Honduras, the heavy involvement of Honduras and El Salvador in the contra war in Nicaragua, and the large increases in U.S. military assistance to countries of the region have strengthened the hand of the military within these societies.”

The historical preeminence of the military was not the only reason why democratic institutions failed to mature within El Salvador. Structural obstacles existed as well, highlighted by those associated with the economy and the military. As an agrarian state, the nation developed governmental institutions to the extent they were needed to exploit the land and coordinate the exportation of goods. Unlike other countries with a history of democracy, Salvadoran institutions were not strong enough to serve as protectorates for liberal thought during times of political transition; according to Ambassador Thomas Pickering, this opinion was reflected down as far as the rural populations who knew and expected nothing other than authoritarianism.

54 Ibid., 311. Note: Contemporary thinking accepts that not until his second administration did Reagan privately embraced democracy as a primary goal for El Salvador. Nonetheless, his first-term administration used language and proposed initiatives that implied he was a proponent of Salvadoran democracy from the outset of his tenure in the White House.


57 Ibid., 10.
This acceptance of authoritarianism extended well beyond the civilian population.

Militarily, General Wallace Nutting, Commander in Chief, Southern Command (CINCSOUTH, the combatant commander responsible for Central America), cited mounting evidence from advisory groups that a sharp divide existed between the Salvadoran officer and the enlisted personnel. The former group was meant to command with no input or feedback from the latter. This schism in the army reflected the same attitudes within Salvadoran society as a whole, pitting the privileged against the commoner. Similar to a caste system, Salvadoran society more accurately might have been described as a composition of several communities with disparate agendas rather than one entity befitting the term ‘nation.’ Viewed in this light, the lack of democratic institutions and the apparent societal need for a strong leader then comes as no surprise.

**United States: Lack of a Long-Term Engagement Plan**

The strategic impulses that led the Reagan administration to misinterpret Salvadoran political expectations actually had a much broader impact. In particular, Reagan proved unable to shirk his ideological preconceptions, leading to his inability to distinguish not only internal Salvadoran dynamics, but also the overall framework of the conflict itself. Ideological leanings were perhaps most evident when airing its opinion of Central American politics. Few other reasons can describe the president’s view that issues confronting Central America resulted from "a Soviet-Cuban power play—pure and simple." This overly simplistic view communicated a level of certitude that was consistent with the “know how to help” ideology that drove administration policy. And, given the times – the Soviet Union was still nearly a decade away
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from collapse – his position appears to be rational. The relevant critique of this position, however, is that the attitude conveyed did not welcome the introduction of counterfactual information. The resulting lack of intellectual curiosity at best delayed and at worst prevented policy from maturing as situational understanding improved.

The failure to understand the developing Salvadoran dynamic – whether conscious or unconscious in its origin – afflicted most levels of the administration. The two key institutions responsible for the application of US policy in the region, the State Department and the Department of Defense, spent much of the early 1980s in an ongoing dispute over everything from problem framing to the appropriate employment of solutions. As evidence of their at-times public disagreement, a Pentagon source was once quoted as cynically asking the State Department: “Tell us whether the problem (in Central America) is one of social and internal upheaval or Communist-inspired subversion: whether the problem is military or broader and deeper and much more intractable.”

Guidance from the Oval Office did not prove to be any more enlightening. Critics charged that after nearly a year in office, Reagan himself “had failed to explain his foreign policies” making it “difficult to find evidence that a design had been constructed which connected policy and tactics.” Even when guidance was given, it failed to convey any sense of true direction. Ambassador Hinton claimed that his marching orders from the president were limited
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62 Enrique A. Baloyra, "Central America on the Reagan Watch: Rhetoric and Reality." *Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs* 27, no. 1 (Feb. 1985): 38. Note: This omission of policy was
to undertaking such action that would help prevent the communist takeover of the Salvadoran state. 63 Although that did offer him wide-ranging latitude to deal with the situation as he saw fit, that guidance generally convinced the Ambassador that the Oval Office did not retain an enthusiastic inclination for feedback. Whether this was the president’s intention or not may merit discussion, but it in any case is another example of how his ideological certainty shaped his direction to subordinates. And even to the extent Reagan appeared to allow policy drift, his key advisors did little to smooth the waters.

Other key administration officials also contributed to policy imprecision: United Nations Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick attempted to define a fine – some might say nonexistent – line between “good” authoritarian and “bad” totalitarian leaders in an attempt to justify Reagan policies in Central America and elsewhere. Her effort drew outrage from a variety of sources across the ideological spectrum and exacerbated the level of policy paralysis within the Reagan White House.64 Meanwhile Secretary of State Haig, like Kirkpatrick a principal who spoke with the president’s implicit approval, 65 inadvertently continued to ensure discord at the policymaking level. During his relatively short tenure, Secretary Haig argued the Salvadoran conflict provided communism a point of entry into the region, a communication wholly in line with the president’s later revealed to be a conscious decision on the president’s part, but nonetheless contributed to significant policy drift within his administration.


65 Note: Several sources, including Baloyra, (“Central America on the Reagan Watch: Rhetoric and Reality”), have since indicated that Haig did not enjoy Reagan’s full confidence or the confidence of his other key advisors. This, however, immediately raises the question why Haig remained as Secretary of State – perhaps the key foreign policy position in US government – for the first half of Reagan’s first term. His continued presence indicates either presidential approval of his actions or a willingness on the part of the president to accept an actor in that role who might issue contravening guidance rather than face the political repercussions of having to replace his Secretary of State so early in his administration.
anti-communist stance and emerging doctrine. At the same time, however, he at one time claimed the American nuns who were gunned down in cold blood in El Salvador, reputedly by right-wing death squads, were actually shot trying to run a roadblock – an outrageous assertion. The irony is clear: Reagan’s principal diplomatic agent – the man in charge of implementing administration foreign policy – could not discern even the most obvious of Salvadoran battle lines. Ensuing guidance from the office of the Secretary of State was most likely treated accordingly by State subordinates, leaving the US foreign policy ‘ship’ adrift without a rudder.

Comprehension of the Salvadoran problem was marginally better in the military realm. General Nutting was one of the first to identify the overall lack of campaign plan for the United States in its Salvadoran effort. With his encouragement and the approval from then-Ambassador Hinton, a commission led by Brigadier General Frederick Woerner submitted a report recognizing this shortfall, recommending a way ahead for administration policy in El Salvador. Its contribution to the Salvadoran military strategy notwithstanding, the commission’s report emphasized the limited utility of military aid in resolving the conflict; by clashing with the military-centric Reagan Doctrine, however, it fell on deaf ears within administration circles. If nothing else, had the administration given the Woerner Commission its due, the report could have contributed substantially to reducing the level of policy discord that developed between the administration, its agents and the military commanders responsible for the region. As Senator Christopher Dodd, an admitted administration critic, claimed in 1983, “there is total confusion in


67 Robert D. Schulzinger, "Foreign Policy." *American Quarterly* 35, no. 1/2, Special Issue: Contemporary America (Spring - Summer 1983): 57.


69 Note: Congress did give the report some credence
Washington as to what the administration's policies are, and there is a total confusion in Central America as to what U.S. intentions are.”70

**US-Salvadoran Dissonance**

As Senator Dodd’s comment and the brief history described above shows, dissonance was not new to the relationship between the United States and the Central American countries. Dealings during Reagan’s first term were no exception. Although both administration officials and their Salvadoran counterparts share the blame for what resulted from a lack of effective communication, the Reagan administration may be guilty of creating the barriers to success in the first place. After all, it was the administration’s overly simplistic view of the revolutionaries in El Salvador which prohibited them from achieving an accurate measure of the revolutionaries’ true intentions.71 Indeed, as a Boston Globe editorial said in reference to the Salvadoran conflict and others in the region, “It is simple enough to call that communism or totalitarianism and support the people who shoot to kill it, but it ignores the fact that no amount of foreign-supported military might can suppress indefinitely a people who are more driven by want than by ideology.”72 In the end, discordant beliefs and assumptions about each other and the enemy disrupted the US-Salvadoran relationship that it often seemed as if they were fighting two different wars.

This discord took place on several levels, from the highest policymakers to the American liaison groups in the Salvadoran military. Most of the confusion emanated from the executive level between President Jose Napoleon Duarte and President Reagan’s inner circle and sprung


from a lack of coherent strategy on the part of the American administration. Clarity did not improve in lower echelons:

Asked to characterize U.S. objectives in the war, he (a senior US military officer) answered (as paraphrased by the authors) that the White House was hoping for “a bright shiny democracy to spring into being overnight,” that the State Department was preoccupied with surviving the next vote on capitol Hill, the Defense Department worried lest controversy over El Salvador jeopardize other defense programs, the Congress strove to prevent El Salvador from becoming another Vietnam, the Central Intelligence Agency was absorbed in attempting to manipulate Salvadoran political factions, while SOUTHCOM [U.S. military command of the war effort, based in Panama] searched for ways to “let the government of El Salvador operate without too much fear of interference from the insurgents.”

Misunderstandings were particularly evident to all observers at the Ambassadorial and Theater Commander level.

Even if situational understanding was better at the level of policy execution – the military equivalent of the operational or tactical level of war – dissonance was such that true measures of success were often difficult to identify, much less achieve. Ambassador Hinton saw this firsthand: as the point man for policy in country, he often viewed the US and Salvadoran militaries at odds with who was in charge. According to him, CINCSOUTH attempted to assume responsibility for the war and coordinate it from his headquarters in Panama while the Salvadorans saw the civil war as a problem of their own. This disagreement highlights the cognitive abyss between the two nations. Whereas the American military commander felt it his duty to ensure US military aid was utilized appropriately (a response appropriate from the American standpoint), the Salvadorans rightfully may have seen American ‘responsibility’ for the war as an affront to their Latin heritage or machismo. Aside from the purely cultural
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implications, the insult was even more striking in that it occurred in a nation that rarely, if ever, questioned the supremacy of its own military.

In addition to external challenges from the Americans, the Salvadoran military found its own *raison d’être* challenged by the insurgents. Not surprisingly, leftist leaders viewed the Salvadoran military as a puppet for the United States. On the surface, it may have appeared they were, what with the enormous amount of military aid Reagan funneled into the country in the early part of the decade. Given the aforementioned friction between the two countries militaries, however, that conclusion might be interpreted as too shallow. The truth lies somewhere in the middle, but the guerrillas position may have been more accurate than one might otherwise imagine: one of President Duarte’s key, if then private, complaints about the Reagan administration involved the unilateral decision by Washington to integrate military advisors into Salvadoran units, a move made without his consultation. Ostensibly working for the civil-military junta under Duarte’s leadership, the advisor issue is just one way in which the military ‘worked’ for the American government.

The advisor issue also serves as an example of dissonance at the tactical level of operations. Advisors were deemed necessary since Reagan officials had been unimpressed by the professionalism of the Salvadoran military. Harkening back to the Vietnam years, policymakers decided the best way to coordinate efforts (and ensure Salvadoran compliance with what they saw as a US-led effort) was to insert military advisors into the field. Those officers should have brought greater clarity to US understanding of the obstacles in El Salvador, but since
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other substantive comments did not resonate with the Reagan administrations understanding of the problem, it is hard to imagine how they would have had any impact on strategic decisions either.

Despite its lack of confidence in the Salvadoran military, the White House’s critical lack of knowledge in the Central American region as a whole led them to underestimate the power of the revolutionaries to the degree that it outweighed any need to upgrade Salvadoran military training, or so administration officials thought. The strength of the guerrilla uprisings of 1983 caught administration officials off guard and a “crash course” of American-style officer training in El Salvador ensued. American advisors recognized that Salvadoran officer training was fundamental to the transformation of the Salvadoran military. That training would allow the military to absorb and utilize the massive amounts of US military assistance proffered by the administration. Nonetheless, it took a full three years for the American strategic leadership to acknowledge this same need.

Influences Meet Obstacles: Interaction within El Salvador

Lack of a Viable Political Actor

A significant obstacle to achieving US policy goals in El Salvador was the lack of a reputable national government. Though the need to establish legitimate control at the national level was implicitly understood, finding an actor to do Washington’s bidding proved difficult.

78 Ibid., 277.
During Reagan’s first term, only two governments offered an alternative to the guerilla-inspired communist model and demonstrated any empirical chance of success: the traditional government supported by the oligarchy, and the coalition government, anchored by a mixture of centrist parties. By the early 1980s, the traditional government had begun to break free from the oligarchy, but was still subject to claims of obligation to the whims of the violent right wing, making it a poor choice for any American support. In the end, the coalition government model was the only one the American president could legitimately support, but its ability to coalesce national power under its oversight drew criticism from the start.

As previously alluded, the key player in domestic Salvadoran politics during this time proved to be Jose Napoleon Duarte. An erstwhile reformer and ex-Mayor of San Salvador, he participated in the civil-military junta that governed El Salvador in the early 1980s. His inclusion in the ruling junta made sense: Duarte’s reformist tendencies were certain to generate an air of credibility in the eyes of the Americans, but the collaborative nature of the junta limited his ability to exercise power independent of the military.81

As the one true institution with power in El Salvador, the military may well have been attracted to increased American engagement under Reagan since his approach would coincidentally serve domestic military interests. Specifically, the Reagan Doctrine would play into the hands of the military by augmenting its resources and ensuring its continued control of civil El Salvador while also girding its units for the fight against the communists. Placing Duarte the reformer as the public face of the Salvadoran government may have served as the ‘grease’ to ensure continued American involvement. So the Reagan Doctrine, itself a natural outflow of the doctrinal and ideological influences affecting the president, found an eager test case in the form
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of the Salvadoran military. But this confluence of interests would do nothing if not ensure the continued cycle of oppressive state control that had led El Salvador to crisis in the first place.

Robert Johnson cited the Reagan Doctrine as one of the key reasons why

the fragile democracies of the area depend very heavily upon the sufferance of the military for survival. As one writer has put it, "The struggle faced by Central America's elected presidents is . . . to broaden the civilian authority as far as possible without exceeding the limits set by the military's idea of its own welfare."\(^{82}\)

While certainly not the only reason why civilian control of the Salvadoran government relied upon military support, the Reagan Doctrine did nothing if not further the sense that military preeminence in Salvadoran life was normal and acceptable.

From the outset, Duarte felt his perception of what was normal and acceptable in Salvadoran life neatly dovetailed with Reagan administration goals. Reagan’s advisors, however, were more concerned with his motives. According to Duarte himself, Reagan’s inner circle seemed to be coached by the Salvadoran right to disbelieve his Christian Democratic Party’s dedication to reinvigorating private enterprise in El Salvador. His worry only increased after Reagan’s principals “interrogated” him about his thoughts on agrarian reform.\(^{83}\) The reasons for this continuing doubt in Duarte – someone official administration policy had openly and actively promoted\(^{84}\) – are unclear, but it may have been because administration officials saw the right-wing military, as chief recipients of aid from the US, and not the centrists as the means by which they could ultimately achieve a non-communist government in El Salvador; alternatively, and perhaps more likely, it could have been an acknowledgement by the administration that they
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viewed Duarte’s presidency as a ‘blip’ of history, unlikely to serve as the catalyst for a
democratic tradition within El Salvador despite the vigor with which it publicly supported his
party.\textsuperscript{85} Interestingly enough, in light of their initial reservations about Duarte, the Reagan
administration found no other ready alternative within El Salvador.

Duarte’s first real political test nearly proved to be his last. The Constituent Elections of
1982 tested not only Duarte’s legitimacy as a political leader, but also his role as the de facto
agent for American-style democracy in El Salvador. Widely expected by the Americans to win
the election, Duarte’s Christian Democratic party lost to the right-wing (and death-squad
affiliated) Nationalist Republican Alliance (ARENA).\textsuperscript{86} Wilbur Landrey comments that this
should not have been a surprise:

The administration kept claiming that Christian Democratic President Jose Napoleon
Duarte was making progress. He may have made some, but hobbled as he was by the
power of the Salvadoran army and alleged corruption, it was too little and came too late.
Salvadorans responded with what was regarded as more of a ‘punishment vote’ against
Duarte than support for the ultra-right Nationalist Republican Alliance (ARENA).\textsuperscript{87}
It is presumptive to assume that punishment was meant for the United States, but since the 1982
protest vote was directed toward the American’s anointed agent in El Salvador, the US image
could not have emerged unscathed.

In truth, fraud was widely viewed to be a problem during the election and this may have
changed the outcome of the vote. Nonetheless, this experience should have served as a clear
indicator to the administration that its foreign policy was adrift. In the two years since
implementation, Reagan policy had neither achieved the explicit goal of ensuring Duarte’s

\textsuperscript{85} Ibid., 137.

\textsuperscript{86} Walter LaFeber, \textit{Inevitable Revolutions: The United States in Central America}. exp. ed. (New
York: W.W. Norton, 1984), 251.

political survivability nor the implicit goal of creating a democratic state through the electoral process. Undeterred and apparently unconscious to the lesson at hand, the administration claimed the vote a victory for democracy, even if it was a failure for Duarte.

The success of the centrist government formed by the 1984 elections and led by Duarte was similarly doomed from the start. Condemned by his problematic history associated with his loss in the 1972 elections and subsequent exile, and his party’s embarrassing loss in the 1982 elections, Duarte found himself the public champion of a model of government unproven at the Salvadoran national level during modern times. So even though the military’s grip over the Salvadoran government had ebbed by 1984, the country and its citizens were still ill-prepared to assume and quite skeptical of any move to openly embrace a moderate democratic model, much less one based on American tenants. For its part, the Oval Office was unable to convince them otherwise.

As late as 1984, the President himself attempted to validate the presence of moderating forces within El Salvador by stating in a speech that support for the Central American country did not require a choice between extremes. Since his point was brokered in truth the fact he made such a sweeping statement is not the point; that he made no mention of whether any of the non-
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90 “Transcript of President's Speech on Central America Policy,” New York Times, May 10 1984. Note: Reagan’s exact words follow: “Some argue that El Salvador has only political extremes - the violent left and the violent right – and that we must choose between them. That is just not true. Democratic political parties range from the democratic left to center to conservative.” He makes no further comment qualifying these remarks.
extremist groups were politically viable is, however, notable. Reagan’s implication aside, no centrist model held any significant sway over the Salvadoran people during most of 1980s independent of military support.

In fact, the whole concept of representative government within El Salvador was viewed with doubt. Guillermo Ungo, a guerilla leader within El Salvador believed that “governments of El Salvador have long kept in place unjust institutions and policies that have excluded the majority of the people from real participation….”91 Far from an objective analysis, to be sure, but Ungo’s sentiments rang true with most of the Salvadoran population. Elizabeth Wood was more specific and yet much less gracious when she depicted the Salvadoran government as consisting of “coalitions of economic elites and military hardliners [defending] labor-repressive institutions and practices until the civil war.”92

Those coalitions and repressive institutions succeeded in holding Duarte’s reforms at bay. As indicated, while Duarte demonstrated the best of intentions in El Salvador, his impotence was due largely to considerations well beyond his span of control (although the degree to which he could control corruption within his party is arguable). His attempts to garner support via elections were truly weakened by the overall lack of democratic institutions. The strongman tendencies described previously were inconsistent with long-term, stable democratic institutions. Reagan’s incomplete strategy in El Salvador did nothing to improve things, as they simply promoted a system whereby elections identified a leader, but did not distribute power. As a half-hearted measure lacking the comprehensiveness necessary to ensure power transition, American-

91 Ibid., 7.
supported elections gave the population no reason to expect anyone other than a figurehead would serve as president in a Salvadoran democracy.

And though tainted by complaints of corruption, Duarte did shirk much of the ‘figurehead’ moniker in the years prior to his death in 1990, providing him some political space to initiate peace negotiations with the rebels. By the time he could exercise power independent of the army, he was undermined by the reluctance of the very people he tried to assist. At the time, the citizens of El Salvador did not know, understand or trust the democracy Duarte offered. In truth, then, it seems Reagan’s military-centric approach may have inadvertently inhibited Duarte’s rise to legitimacy in the eyes of the Salvadoran people by prolonging the military’s centralized control of the state.

The ‘Supply Side’ Approach

President Reagan’s new policy was not limited to calls for political change. He also attempted to bolster the country’s economic system by requesting a large increase in overall aid for the country as well. A major part of the package involved dramatically increasing the military aid to the Salvadoran military in the hopes that they could quickly win the war. However, just as the administration had misread (albeit not entirely) the intentions of the revolutionaries, it also made mistakes in seeking solutions to the Salvadoran problem. Reagan administration solutions to the Salvadoran problem might well be described in the jargon of his well-known economic plan: a supply-side approach.

The supply-side approach had two major facets. One, administration officials felt that the revolution in El Salvador could be starved to death by interdicting its manpower and supply lines, in theory emanating from outside the state. Though this may have worked, their approach was faulty from the start because the revolution did not rely entirely on outside supply lines as they expected; instead, indigenous support proved to be the key to the revolutionaries’ strength. This is not to say the supply-side approach did not work: Colonel Carlos Reynauldo Lopez Nuila, Vice-Minister of Public Security for El Salvador, confirmed cutting off supplies could and did adversely affect guerrillas in their sanctuaries. However, these sanctuaries fell outside the borders of El Salvador and the administration mistakenly believed that starving external sanctuaries of support would have a domino effect downstream, inevitably collapsing rebel bases within El Salvador. Continued rebel activities proved American policymakers wrong. The misled perception that the revolt could be starved of supplies convinced the administration it could hold fast to the second principle governing its activities in El Salvador: the policy of no negotiations.

In a country that retained no institutional mechanism for redressing grievances, negotiations seemed to be the one way where violence could be addressed successfully. As Landrey said, “A priority for the next president should be a policy toward Central America in which anti-communism does not blot out recognition of the poverty and injustice responsible for
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96 Ibid., 84.
its problems.”

Occasions to achieve dialogue posed themselves to the Reagan administration at multiple times, but each time policymakers failed to seize the opportunity.

The Carter-to-Reagan transition in the winter of 1980 actually created the first windows of opportunity for peace in El Salvador under Reagan’s watch. Specifically, the perceived differences in attitude between the two administrations created waves within the guerrilla movement. Reagan’s desire to offer the Salvadoran government relatively unqualified support was so transparent to the guerrillas that the FMLN decided on an ill-conceived “Final Offensive” in January 1981. Their goal was to end the war before the expected influx of American military support could be brought to bear on the side of the government, potentially swaying the tide of the war.

Their ensuing failure led many in the guerrilla movement to seek dialogue with the Reagan administration, but the president refused such overtures. Granted, not all guerrillas were inclined to make peace – many fought since they believed only violence would bring about the revolution they sought – but in this case the rebels were rejected outright, with little or no preliminary interchange among even the most junior of intermediaries.

A similar scenario occurred as the 1982 Constituent Assembly elections approached. With the Salvadoran government offering to place leftist candidates on the ballot in exchange for a decrease in
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violence, guerilla forces instead approached the US directly for talks “without any preconditions by any of the parties to the conflict.” A quick American rejection followed.101

Colonel James Steele, the military group commander in El Salvador at the time, related how a third scenario came to pass after Duarte’s election in 1984: leftist guerillas suffered tremendous attrition102 and approached the US about negotiating a peace; again, they were rebuffed. In all three instances, spanning the entire breadth of the first Reagan administration, the rejection of rebel rapprochement conveyed an outright adherence to Reagan’s staunch anti-communist precepts (and a corresponding confidence in their ultimate success), a failed grasp of the variables at play, or, most likely, elements of both.

The president’s approach stood in stark contrast to some of his key military advisors on the issue. When asked about the State Department’s proposal to cut off the international supply lines to the revolutionaries, General Nutting “warned that past efforts to cut off supply routes, in Italy during World War II, for example, had not been very successful.”103 His comments were substantiated by the 1983 Woerner Commission report cited earlier. But even credible criticisms like these were insufficient to sway opinion at the presidential level; the policy ship, as it were, had already left port and midcourse corrections would not come until after Reagan’s second inauguration.

101 Ibid. Note: One reason the guerillas eventually chose to ignore the Salvadoran overtures for peace prior to the 1982 elections was the government’s inability to provide protection for any candidate publicly supporting the leftist agenda. The months leading up the elections saw widespread circulation of a list of rebels to be shot on sight.


Conclusion

Reagan’s first-term policies were designed to accomplish one key task: the establishment of a stable, non-communist and ostensibly democratic regime in El Salvador. His first-term administration’s Salvadoran policy approach failed for a variety of reasons. Instead of achieving his vision, his policies at best failed to address pre-existent cultural influences within the Salvadoran state, resulting in mediocre policy. At worst, his approach magnified those influences within the state and probably delayed the arrival of a peaceful resolution to the civil war. No matter the historical impact of his administration, Reagan’s first term actions toward El Salvador provided a wealth of learning points for his approach there.

These observations only become evident after viewing Reagan’s first term approaches to Salvadoran policy through a bridging analysis. The two other methods of examination, American- and Salvadoran-centric, tell but one side of the story and fail to yield generalized observations useful for future study. Instead, they tend to attribute cause-and-effect based on faulty assumptions. Whereas the Reagan administration had every reason to expect their policy course in El Salvador would succeed, their beliefs were based on a flawed and incomplete picture of the contextual elements within Salvadoran society. The domestic influences that encouraged (and very nearly demanded) American involvement in El Salvador also played a key role in ensuring policy failure.

As has been shown, domestic influences played a central role in the formulation of American foreign policy. The evolution of doctrinal influences since the Monroe Doctrine encouraged intervention into El Salvador; Reagan’s ideological position appeared to provide a ready solution to the problem, in effect achieving the political equivalent of serendipity. Unfortunately, the translation of domestic influences into practical policy belied the complexity of the situation in El Salvador and contributed only to unsuitable outcomes. While the doctrinal influences relied predominantly upon historical precedent, ideological premises were a sole construct of the president and his staff. Therein lays the first observation.
The incorporation of ideology as a way to frame a problem is understandable, reasonable and expected; the relevant lesson this case offers has to with how to employ ideology. As a starting point, ideology provides a basis for common understanding – a way to thematically interpret world events. But in the end, it is better suited as a point of departure for intellectual curiosity than a destination. Those who use ideology as the framework for policy are obliged to define the parameters within which they see acceptable outcomes. It appears that in this case Reagan’s first administration condensed his position to allow for only two outcomes (either a communist or a noncommunist government) – as if to convey the importance of Salvadorean initiatives relative to others  – and communicated it through the use of Cold War metaphors. In reality, a multitude of end states existed. A particular example of this can be found in the manner in which the Reagan administration repeatedly denied the leftists even a minimal stake in the Salvadorean government out of fear of an ‘inevitable’ communist takeover.

Intense ideological foundations also drove the president to ignore pragmatic approaches that tested the validity of policy assumptions at each stage. Although the argument may be made that pragmatism often evolves into relativism and is therefore an unwelcome approach, the implementation of presidential policy still demanded some sort of feedback mechanism. Administration officials should have seen the need for some alternative method for discovering the so-called ‘ground truth’ information from policy implementers. Instead, evidence indicates the administration wielded its ideology like a sword, threatening to cut off anyone who dared counter the administration position. Uncontrolled ideologically-based approaches to policy confine decision makers to rational objectives that are too often predetermined and inflexible to contravening information.

\[104\] For more on this tendency, see Robert D. Schulzinger "Foreign Policy." *American Quarterly* 35, no. 1/2, Special Issue: Contemporary America (Spring - Summer 1983): 39.
In Reagan’s defense and from a strictly American standpoint, his policy approach appeared rational and should have worked. But defending an initiative based on its rationality bears fruit only if that rationality also resonates with the policy’s target audience (in this case, the Salvadorans). A basic lack of understanding and oversimplification of the Salvadoran problem ensured Reagan policies would fail the Salvadoran rationality test. Furthermore, by introducing foreign concepts (like American-style democracy) to Salvadoran society, his administration was placed in the unenviable position of defending changes that offered the average citizen few immediate advantages over their current system. Administration proponents could never answer the most telling question asked by Salvadorans when viewing reforms within their country: “What’s in it for me?”\(^{105}\)

The inability to answer that question highlights this case’s third lesson: the hazards associated with abrupt formulation of strategy. Since doctrinal and ideological influences provided a ‘ready’ solution to the Salvadoran problem, strategy formulation suffered; few, if any, at any level fully understood the administration’s plan for success. Most importantly, given the role the military played in implementation of policy, commanders within that chain of command found themselves unsure of their role, their responsibilities, and even in some cases, their desired end state.

In and of itself, however, this did not signify the death knell for Salvadoran policy during the first Reagan administration. As in this case, improper strategies can be overcome, but doing so requires the escalation of involvement by the foreign actor in the inner workings of the state (something few parties desired). The new strategy must overcome not only the obstacles that hampered the first failed strategy, but also the previous strategy itself since it, too, contributes to

an increased inertia within the system. This clearly did not happen. Inasmuch as the American strategy remained incomplete, it could not provide Salvadorans any tangible inducement to support change.

Finally, this case speaks to the value of understanding the implications of vast cultural chasms between societies. Cultural influences exercise particular relevance during civil wars since those experiences are common in some form or another to each participant. This was particularly the case in El Salvador, where oftentimes the only uninformed participant was the strategic leadership of the United States. Whereas Reagan’s attempts to solve the Salvadoran problem may have worked in a country that mirrored American social, political and economic overtones, they were bound to fail unless molded to specifically address the issues facing a country with El Salvador’s distinct history. Most significantly, Reagan policy initiatives, incomplete as they were, seemed at times designed to satisfy his administration’s needs – validating those ‘we need to act’ and ‘we know how to help’ influences – than they were to satisfy the needs of the Salvadoran state. In this way, American policy influences and Salvadoran cultural influences conspired to restrict any measurable success in El Salvador during Reagan’s first term.
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